
      
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT  COMMITTEE     17th September   2018 
 
Case No: 17/02009/FUL  (FULL PLANNING APPLICATION) 
 
Proposal:  NEW 2 BED DWELLING 
 
Location:  HYDE HOUSE EAST STREET  COLNE  PE28 3LZ 
 
Applicant:  MR & MRS MATTHEWS 
 
Grid Ref: 537468   275871 
 
Date of Registration:   10.10.2017 
 
Parish:   COLNE 
 

RECOMMENDATION  -    APPROVE 
 

This application is referred to the Development Management Committee 
(DMC) as Colne Parish Council's recommendation of refusal is contrary 
to the officer recommendation of approval. 
 
1. DESCRIPTION OF SITE AND APPLICATION 
 
1.1 The proposal relates to a plot of land to the south of Hyde House on 

East Street, Colne. The application site, which currently remains as 
an untidy and unused area of rear garden to the rear of the double 
garage associated with Hyde House that historically had a number of 
outbuildings associated with cat boarding. The site is surrounded by 
residential development to the north, east and west with open 
countryside to the south. 

 
1.2 The site is located in the village of Colne and development within the 

immediate area typically comprises linear development with houses 
fronting either side of East Street. There are a number of exceptions 
to the built form within the immediate locality with Tythe Cottages and 
Manor Place creating courtyard / farmyard type development. 

 
1.3 Planning permission is sought for the erection of one single storey 

dwelling and a detached garage, to be located in depth in the rear 
garden area. The dwelling would measure approximately 7 metres in 
depth by 10 metres in width. In terms of height the dwelling would 2.2 
metres to the eaves and 4.5 metres to the ridge. 

 
1.4 The detached garage would be located to the north east of the 

proposed dwelling and measure 6.5 metres in depth and 3.5 metres 
in width. In terms of height it would be 2.2 metres to the eaves and 
3.7 to the ridge. 

 
1.5 In terms of access, the site benefits from an existing access onto East 

Street that would lead to a gravel drive and parking area for the 
proposed dwelling. 

 
 
 
 



2. NATIONAL GUIDANCE 
 
2.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (24th July 2018) (NPPF 

2018) sets out the three economic, social and environmental 
objectives of the planning system to contribute to the achievement of 
sustainable development. The NPPF confirms that ‘So sustainable 
development is pursued in a positive way, at the heart of the 
Framework is a presumption in favour of sustainable development. 
The NPPF sets out the Government's planning policies for:  
* delivering a sufficient supply of homes;  
* achieving well-designed places;  
* conserving and enhancing the natural environment;  
* conserving and enhancing the historic environment. 

 
2.2 Whilst the NPPF 2018 has now been published and replaces the 

NPPF 2012, transitional arrangements are in place for authorities who 
have submitted Local Plans submissions prior to the 29 January 2019 
and to ensure consistency, the 2012 framework policies will continue 
to be relevant. For clarity HDC submitted their Local Plan on 29 
March 2018.  

 
2.3 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF 2012) sets out the 

three dimensions to sustainable development - an economic role, a 
social role and an environmental role - and outlines the presumption 
in favour of sustainable development. Under the heading of Delivering 
Sustainable Development, the Framework sets out the Government's 
planning policies for:  
* promoting sustainable transport;  
* delivering a wide choice of high quality homes;  
* requiring good design;  
* conserving and enhancing the natural environment;  
* conserving and enhancing the historic environment. 

 
2.4 In this report, reference to both NPPF 2012 and 2018 from here-on 

referred to as ‘the NPPF’ 
 
2.5 Planning Practice Guide  
 
For full details visit the government website   
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-communities-
and-local-government  
 
3. PLANNING POLICIES 
 
3.1 Saved policies from the Huntingdonshire Local Plan (1995) 

• En18: Protection of Countryside Features 
• En25: General Design Criteria 
• H30: Residential Amenity Protection  
• H31: Residential Privacy and Amenity Standards 
• T18: Access Requirements  
• CS8: Water Supply, Sewerage, Sewerage Disposal and 

Surface Water Drainage Requirements 
• CS9: Flood Water Management 

 
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-communities-and-local-government
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-communities-and-local-government


3.2 Saved policies from the Huntingdonshire Local Plan Alterations 
(2002) 

• HL5: Quality and Density of Development 
 
3.3 Adopted Huntingdonshire Local Development Framework Core 

Strategy (2009) 
• CS1: Sustainable development in Huntingdonshire  
• CS3: The Settlement Hierarchy 
• CS10: Contributions to Infrastructure Requirements 

 
3.4 Huntingdonshire's Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 2017 

(as amended March 2018 for submission) 
• LP2: Strategy for Development 
• LP4: Contributing to Infrastructure Delivery 
• LP5: Flood Risk 
• LP6: Waster Water Management 
• LP10: Small Settlements 
• LP11: The Countryside 
• LP12: Design Context  
• LP13: Design Implementation 
• LP15: Amenity 
• LP16: Surface Water 
• LP17: Sustainable Travel 
• LP18: Parking Provision and Vehicle Movement 
• LP33: Trees, Woodland, Hedges and Hedgerows 

 
3.5 The LPA consider the Local Plan to 2036 to be a sound plan and it 

was submitted for examination on the 29th March 2018. Footnote 22 
of NPPF 2018 states during the transitional period for emerging plans 
submitted for examination (set out in paragraph 214 of NPPF 2018), 
consistency should be tested against the previous Framework 
published in March 2012. The plan has therefore reached an 
advanced stage and is consistent with the policies set out within the 
NPPF 2012.  Given the transitional arrangements in place it is 
considered that if there is any tension between emerging policies and 
NPPF 2018 the previous framework policies will prevail.   

 
 Housing Supply Policies – 
 
3.6 In order to satisfy the requirements of the NPPF to boost housing 

supply the Council must demonstrate an up-to-date five year supply 
of deliverable housing sites to meet its objectively assessed need, 
with an additional buffer to ensure choice and competition in the 
market for land; this requirement is set out in paragraph 11 of the 
NPPF.  Due to under delivery in recent years the buffer to be applied 
for the District is 20%. The December 2017 Annual Monitoring 
Review applies the 20% buffer and demonstrates that the Council has 
a five year supply of housing land.   

 
 The Development Plan policies relevant to the supply of 
housing (En17 and H23 of the Huntingdonshire Local Plan (HLP) and 
CS2 and CS3 of the Huntingdonshire Core Strategy (HCS)) were set 
against a lower Objectively Assessed Need figure such that strict 
application of these policies would result in failure to achieve the 
objectively assessed housing need figure that the Council currently 
has identified as part of the emerging Local Plan to 2036. These 



policies are therefore no longer fully up-to-date or consistent with the 
NPPF and, at this time and until the Council adopts the Local Plan to 
2036 with up-to-date policies, the 'tilted balance' as set out within d ii 
of para. 11 is engaged. For decision-taking this means granting 
permission in instances where the Development Plan is absent, silent 
or relevant policies are out-of-date unless any adverse impacts would 
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits (having regard 
to the Framework policies taken as a whole), or specific polices of the 
Framework indicate development should be restricted. Footnote 6 to 
the Framework provides some examples of these restrictive policies. 

 
3.7 Huntingdonshire Design Guide (2017) 
 
3.8 Developer Contributions SPD (2011) 
 
Local policies are viewable at https://www.huntingdonshire.gov.uk  
 
4. PLANNING HISTORY 
 
4.1 1200680FUL - Erection of part two storey, part single storey 

extension, to include ancillary accommodation and erection of 
detached double garage and workshop. Demolition of existing double 
garage and outbuilding – APPROVED – 04/07/2012 

 
5. CONSULTATIONS 
 
5.1 Colne Parish Council - recommends refusal stating ‘Although 

Council is aware of housing needs and the national policy with 
regards to windfall sites those Councillors against this application feel 
the proposal deprives future generations from occupying the property, 
Hyde House, and enjoying the benefits of a large garden. Single 
property in-filling along an adopted roadway where sufficient land is 
available may be acceptable, but this site is accessed by a droveway 
that provides access to a field beyond. Developing the rear garden 
would be out of keeping with most of the properties on that side of 
East Street which are large with equally large gardens and which 
Council believes should be retained. This development would be a 
detrimental change to the character of the village scene along East 
Street. 

 
5.2 CCC Highways – Amended plans required showing a minimum 

access width of 5m in with 2.4mx 43m visibility 
 
5.3 HDC Operations – Bin collections will be from East Street as per 

policy 
 
5.4 HDC Conservation – Site adjacent listed building, no conservation 

area. Building in backland location, unclear if works have to be 
undertaken to form access or visibility splays onto east street as 
these may harm the setting of Doddington cottage, note these are 
also outside the redline boundary. Development to the rear of Hyde 
house will otherwise not affect the setting of Doddington cottage but 
will be contrary to the character of the area. 

 
6. REPRESENTATIONS 
 
6.1 None received 

https://www.huntingdonshire.gov.uk/


7. ASSESSMENT  
 
7.1 The principle, important and controversial issues to consider are: 

• The principle of development 
• Impact upon the character and appearance of the area 
• Impact upon residential amenity 
• Highways safety and access 
• Flooding 
• Trees 

 
 The Principle of Development 
 
7.2 Colne is classified as a “smaller settlement” (Policy CS3) in which 

residential infilling will be appropriate within the built up area of the 
village. The site is considered to be within the built up area of the 
village, as such, the principle of residential development on the site is 
acceptable subject to satisfactorily complying with all relevant detailed 
policies and any other material considerations.  

 
 Housing Provision  
 
7.3 With regards to the Councils housing supply position, the December 

2017 Annual Monitoring Review applies the 20% buffer and 
demonstrates that the Council has a five year supply of housing land. 

 
7.4 The policies relevant to the supply of housing (En17 and H23 of the 

Huntingdonshire Local Plan (HLP) and CS2 and CS3 of the 
Huntingdonshire Core Strategy (HCS)) were set against a lower 
Objectively Assessed Need figure. Therefore strict application of 
these policies would result in failure to achieve the objectively 
assessed housing need figure that the Council currently has identified 
as part of the emerging Local Plan to 2036, and these policies taken 
in isolation could be considered not to be up-to-date.  Policies H23, 
En17 and CS3 also have environmental objectives which are all firmly 
aimed at protecting the environment and landscape character. Core 
principles of the NPPF are to recognise the intrinsic character and 
beauty of the countryside and differing roles and character of the 
areas whilst supporting local communities in rural areas.  

 
7.5 The NPPF therefore has a slightly more positive approach to 

development in the countryside than the restrictive development plan 
policies on housing. Furthermore, an overall aim of the NPPF is to 
significantly boost housing supply.  As such there is an inconsistency 
with policies H23, En17 and CS3, and the thrust of the NPPF. In 
accordance with paragraph 215 of the 2012 NPPF the weight to be 
given to these policies should be reduced. Paragraph 11 of the NPPF 
requires that where the policies which are most important for 
determining the application are out of date, permission should be 
granted unless ’any adverse impact of doing so would significantly 
and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the 
policies in this framework taken as a whole: or specific policies 
indicate development should be restricted.’ 

 
 
 
 
 



 Impact upon the Character and Appearance of the Area  
 
7.6 The proposal is for a single storey dwelling to be located on land to 

the south of the existing property of Hyde House. The proposed 
dwelling is small in size and scale and would be located in a position 
tucked behind an existing double garage and close to an area where 
both historic and recent outbuildings once stood.  

 
7.7 In detail the dwelling would be single storey and measure 10 metres 

in width by 7 metres in depth. In terms of height the proposal would 
be single storey and measure 2.2 metres to the eaves and 4.5 metres 
to the ridge. The dwelling would provide living accommodation in the 
form of a kitchen diner, bathroom and two bedrooms. 

 
7.8 A detached single garage is proposed that will measure 6.5 metres in 

depth by 3.5 metres in width. In terms of height the garage would be 
2.2 metres to the eaves and 3.7 metres to the ridge. 

 
7.9 In regards to materials, the proposed dwelling and garage would be 

constructed of black weatherboard with a grey slate roof and white 
UPVC windows to appear as an outbuilding and to accord with the 
semi-rural nature of development in the locality. 

 
7.10 It is considered that the proposal represents an acceptable 

development in terms of the layout, scale, massing and materials and 
will have a reduced impact upon the character and appearance of the 
area by virtue of its restrained single storey nature, and its sensitive  
design. 

 
7.11 The site itself would remain relatively hidden in nature with mature 

trees and existing boundary treatments retained. The dwelling would 
be located on the southern section of the site to allow for the access 
and gravel drive to lead to the garage from the existing access point 
onto East Road. 

 
7.12 It is acknowledged that the immediate area has a strong linear 

character with properties fronting  East Street. The proposal seeks to 
introduce a new dwelling to the rear of the single row of front facing 
properties which is considered to be at odds with the prevailing 
character of the area, furthermore the setback arrangement, narrow 
width of access and concealed nature of unit fails to create a 
relationship with the road as encourages by the HDC Design Guide 
(2017) page 68. However, on balance, and for the reasons already 
given in this section, the proposal is not considered to be significantly 
or demonstrably harmful to the character and appearance of the area 
to warrant a refusal on these grounds that would be defendable at 
appeal at this time. 

 
7.13 Also, given the inconsistencies of the Huntingdonshire adopted 

housing supply policies with the NPPF, the tilted balance set out in 
the NPPF is engaged and shifts the planning balance in favour of the 
grant of consent, unless any adverse impacts of doing so would 
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits.  

 
7.14 To conclude, the harm identified under this section is limited to the 

impact of the proposal on the strong linear character of the immediate 
area.  However on balance, by virtue of the good levels of boundary 



treatment, landscaping, access arrangements, size, scale and form of 
development, the proposal is considered to not cause significant or 
demonstrable harm to the character and appearance of the area and 
is therefore broadly in accordance with policies En25 & H32 of the 
Local Plan (1995) and policies LP12 & LP13 of the Local Plan to 
2036: Proposed Submission (2017). 

 
 Impact upon Neighbouring Residential Amenity 
 
7.15 The proposal is of a sympathetic design, scale, form and would 

appear considerably smaller in scale when compared to neighbouring 
properties. The single storey dwelling would be positioned to the rear 
of Hyde House, behind the existing double garage upon a well 
screened piece of land facing westwards towards the field access and 
the rear extent of Doddington Cottage. 

 
7.16 In terms of its relationship with neighbouring properties, there is a 

good level of boundary treatment in the form of existing fencing and 
tall hedging and trees. In this sense it is unlikely that there will be any 
significant impact in regards to impacts upon the private residential 
amenity of the neighbouring dwellings to east and west, or the host 
property of Hyde House to the north. 

 
7.17 The detached property is considered to have sufficient private 

amenity space in the form of a private garden area when viewed 
against the general character and form of the surrounding area. The 
bin store and cycle store area is to be located in a suitable location 
close to the detached garage so to not impact unduly upon 
neighbouring amenity. 

 
7.18 The relationship with the properties at Hyde House, Doddington 

Cottage and Abba are considered to be acceptable, furthermore 
given the scale, orientation and the boundary treatments between the 
proposal and the neighbouring properties, it is deemed that there will 
be no significant impact in regards to overlooking or overshadowing. 

 
7.19 In terms of detailed boundary treatment, the proposed site layout 

includes boundary treatment to remain as existing in the form of 
hedging and timber fencing on the side and rear boundaries. The 
boundary treatment is typical of a semi-rural residential dwelling and 
is considered appropriate and effective, details of which could be 
secured by condition.  

 
7.20 Overall, it is considered that the development will not lead to a 

significant loss of amenity to the adjoining properties. The proposal is 
considered to be in accordance with Policies H31 of the Local Plan 
(1995) and Policy LP15 of the Local Plan to 2036: Proposed 
Submission (2017). 

 
 Highway Safety  
 
7.21 In terms of highway safety, access and parking, the proposal retains 

and would improve the access and safety arrangements for the site 
so as to provide suitable access for the proposed new dwelling. It is 
considered that the site can be accessed safely. Cambridgeshire 
County Council Highways have been consulted and offer no objection 
to the proposal based on plan reference JPT/MTW/0817/002 which 



indicates an access in excess of 6.5 metres in width with appropriate 
visibility. A number of highways conditions will be imposed. 

 
7.22 There are no maximum or minimum parking standards that need to 

be applied to developments as per the requirements of the NPPF. It is 
shown on the submitted plans that adequate parking is provided on 
site, having regard to the scale and nature of the proposed 
development, including the provision of a separate garage. It is 
considered that there is sufficient parking space on the site to meet 
the requirements of policies H31 of the Local Plan 1995, and LP17 & 
LP18 of the Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission (2017).  

 
 Flood Risk 
 
7.23 The application site is in Flood Zone 1 as confirmed by the SFRA 

2017, which means it has a low probability of flooding. It is deemed 
that there should be no additional surface water run-off impacts. The 
proposal is therefore considered acceptable and complies with 
policies CS8 of the Local Plan (1995) and LP16 of the Local Plan to 
2036: Proposed Submission (2017). 

 
 Trees 
 
7.24 A tree impact assessment and associated tree plan have been 

submitted as part of the application. The tree officer has reviewed the 
information and has no objection to the proposal based on the 
recommendations in the assessment. The development retains the 
important existing trees and does not appear to impact upon any root 
protection areas and as such is considered acceptable. The 
development will be carried out in accordance with the submitted 
Tree Impact Assessment and Tree Plan by Trees in Planning Ltd 
received 22nd June 2018. 

 
 Other Issues 
 
7.25 Development Obligations - Part H of the Developer Contributions 

SPD (2011) requires a payment towards refuse bins for new 
residential development.   

 
7.26 A completed Unilateral Undertaking was submitted and received by 

the Local Planning Authority on 9th August 2018 as part of the 
application. The proposal therefore meets the requirements of Policy 
CS10 of the Core Strategy 2009.  

 
 Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL): 
 
7.27 The development will be CIL liable in accordance with the Council’s 

adopted charging schedule; CIL payments will cover footpaths and 
access, health, community facilities, libraries and lifelong learning and 
education. 

 
7.28 There are no other material planning considerations which have a 

significant bearing on the determination of this application. 
 
 
 
 



 Conclusion 
 
7.29 At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of sustainable 

development, that is, development which strikes a satisfactory 
balance between economic, environmental and social considerations. 

 
7.30 Economic: The proposed development would contribute toward 

economic growth, including short term benefits in the form of job 
creation during the construction phase and future spend of an 
additional, albeit small household, in the local economy. 

 
7.31 Environmental: The environmental harm identified is limited to the 

detrimental impact of the proposal on the strong linear character of 
the immediate area.  However the strong existing boundary features, 
combined with conditions asking for further details reading  
landscaping, access arrangements, and boundary treatments will 
further mitigate against this harm.   

 
7.32 Social: The proposal will contribute one additional market dwelling. 

Having fully assessed all three dimensions of sustainable 
development; economic, environmental and social within this report it 
is concluded that the development of this site will: -  
- Provide a one additional market dwelling to assist in an identified 
need 
- Be of a design that is acceptable 
- Not cause significant detrimental impact to residential amenity 
- Provide acceptable parking provision 
- Manage flood risk and drainage effectively 
- Have no significant adverse impacts on features of landscape or 
ecological value 

 
7.33 With regard to the aforementioned 'tilted balance' as set out in 

paragraph 11 of the NPPF, the adverse impacts of the proposed 
development are not considered to significantly and demonstrably 
outweigh the benefits, subject to the imposition of conditions (outlined 
below) which are considered to provide adequate mitigation.    

 
8. RECOMMENDATION  - APPROVAL subject to 

conditions to include the following 
 

• Time limit 
• Materials 
• Remove PD Rights (Class A – E)  
• Hard and soft landscaping  
• Boundary treatments 
• Highways access 

 
If you would like a translation of this document, a large text version or an audio 
version, please contact us on 01480 388388 and we will try to accommodate 
your needs. 
 
 
CONTACT OFFICER: 
Enquiries about this report to Peter Baish Senior Development 
Management Officer 01480 388680 
 



Pathfinder House, St Mary's Street
Huntingdon. PE29 3TN
Development.control@huntingdonshire.gov.uk

01480 388388
www.huntingdonshire.gov.uk

                                                                                                                                                                                              

St. Mary’s Street
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire PE 29 3TN

Application Number: 17/02009/FUL  Case Officer Peter Baish
Proposal: New 2 bed dwelling
Location: Hyde HouseEast StreetColne
Observations of Colne Town/Parish Council.
Please   box as appropriate

 
            Recommend approval because ……(please give relevant planning reasons in space below)

              Recommend refusal because…(please give relevant planning reasons in space below)

            
             No observations either in favour or against the proposal    

………… …………..Clerk to Colne Town/Parish Council.

Date :

Failure to return this form within the time indicated will be taken as an indication that the Town or 
Parish Council do not express any opinion either for or against the application.

Please send response to email address below:-

Development.control@huntingdonshire.gov.uk 

(Development Management)

21st November 2017

Although Council is aware of housing needs and the national policy with regards to windfall sites those Councillors 
against this application feel the proposal deprives future generations from occupying the property, Hyde House, and 
enjoying the benefits of a large garden. Single property in-filling along an adopted roadway where sufficient land is 
available may be acceptable, but this site is accessed by a droveway that provides access to a field beyond.
Developing the rear garden would be out of keeping with most of the properties on that side of East Street which are
large with equally large gardens and which Council believes should be retained. This development would be a
detrimental change to the character of the village scene along East Street.

mailto:Development.control@huntingdonshire.gov.uk


Pathfinder House, St Mary's Street
Huntingdon. PE29 3TN
Development.control@huntingdonshire.gov.uk

01480 388388
www.huntingdonshire.gov.uk

                                                                                                                                                                                              

St. Mary’s Street
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire PE 29 3TN

Application Number: 17/02009/FUL  Case Officer Peter Baish
Proposal: New 2 bed dwelling
Location: Hyde HouseEast StreetColne
Observations of Colne Town/Parish Council.
Please   box as appropriate

 
            Recommend approval because ……(please give relevant planning reasons in space below)

              Recommend refusal because…(please give relevant planning reasons in space below)

            
             No observations either in favour or against the proposal    

…………………………………..Clerk to Colne Town/Parish Council.

Date :

Failure to return this form within the time indicated will be taken as an indication that the Town or 
Parish Council do not express any opinion either for or against the application.

Please send response to email address below:-

Development.control@huntingdonshire.gov.uk 

(Development Management)

Councils views haven't changed despite the applicant's comments.

2nd January 2018

mailto:Development.control@huntingdonshire.gov.uk
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